Serbia
DOCUMENTS NEEDED FOR DUTY FREE IMPORT AND EXPORT OF HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS

Status

Import

Export

Non Diplomat

- Original passport
- Visa and work permit
- Valued Inventory list of HHE in
Serbian language. In case any
electrical items are shipped, the
make, model and serial number
should be mentioned.
- Temporary import list stamped with
official permission from Police

- Inventory in Serbian language
- Original set of import documents stamped
by customs

Diplomat

- Protocol from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
- Inventory list

- New Protocol from Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

Returning Citizen

-

Original Passport
Inventory list in Serbian Language
Notarised Power of Attorney
Declaration of working abroad for at
least 2 years
- Letter from the Embassy in order to
import goods valued up to US$
5000,- (including valued inventory
list)

Important: All documents have to be written in Serbian on company letter head and should be signed and
stamped.

For returning citizens note the following important rules:
1. Physical presence of shipper is required for customs clearance for the first shipment. If for some reason
it is not possible to be present during customs clearance with the first shipment, it can be arranged by
authorizing someone. We can arrange a temporary import which is valid for only 60 days
(not stated) and the migrant needs to report one self personally at the customs office. If one does not,
all taxes and duties have to be fulfilled.
2. Duty free import is allowed up to US $5000 in total. The amounts will be listed during import, which can
be done in several steps until the amount of US$ 5000 is reached. Any import afterwards, one has to
pay taxes and duties.
3. Declaration of working abroad must be a period of at least 2 years for duty free re-import.
NOTE: Due to the constant political and economic changes in Eastern Europe, customs requirements are
always subject to change. Please advise clients to contact us immediately upon arrival in order to
complete necessary paperwork.

THE IMPORT OF CARS:

-Diplomats can import on a temporary basis, duty free on a Protocol.
-Returning Serbian citizens can import cars which are not more than 6 years old, with duties and taxes
(customs) total of 44% of the value of the car which will be decided by customs.
-Foreign citizens working for company in Serbia can import on a temporary basis for one year then they will
have to extend this temporary import also duty free.

Please note:
The information on this page is intended as a guide and NOT as a complete or definitive resource.
The information on this page should not be used as an authoritative reference.
Updated January, 2006
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Corstjens Worldwide Movers Group
For Providing the above Customs Information

This Customs information is only a guideline. Corstjens is not liable for any
changes made to customs laws which are not mentioned on this document.

